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Abstract

This paper presents a novel algorithm for learning in a class of stochas-
tic Markov decision processes (MDPs) with continuous state and action
spaces that trades speed for accuracy. A transform of the stochastic
MDP into a deterministic one is presented which captures the essence of
the original dynamics, in a sense made precise. In this transformed
MDP, the calculation of values is greatly simplified. The online algo-
rithm estimates the model of the transformed MDP and simultaneously
does policy search against it. Bounds on the error of this approximation
are proven, and experimental results in a bicycle riding domain are pre-
sented. The algorithm learns near optimal policies in orders of magni-
tude fewer interactions with the stochastic MDP, using less domain
knowledge. All code used in the experiments is available on the
project's web site.

This work was funded by DARPA as part of the "Natural Tasking of
Robots Based on Human Interaction Cues" project under contract num-
ber DABT 63-00-C-10102.



1 Introduction
There is currently much interest in the problem of learning in stochastic Markov decision
processes (MDPs) with continuous state and action spaces [2, 9, 10]. For such domains,
especially when the state or action spaces are of high dimension, the value and Q-func-
tions may be quite complicated and difficult to approximate. However, there may be rela-
tively simple policies which perform well. This has lead to recent interest in policy search
algorithms, in which the reinforcement signal is used to modify the policy directly [5, 6,
101.

For many problems, a positive reward is only achieved at the end of a task if the agent
reaches a "goal" state. For complex problems, the probability that an initial, random pol-
icy would reach such a state could be vanishingly small. A widely used methodology to
overcome this is shaping [1, 3, 4, 81. Shaping is the introduction of small rewards to
reward partial progress toward the goal. A shaping function eases the problem of backing
up rewards, since actions are rewarded or punished sooner.

When a policy changes, estimating the resulting change in values can be difficult,
requiring the new policy to interact with the MDP for many episodes. In this paper we
introduce a method of transforming a stochastic MDP into a deterministic one. Under cer-
tain conditions on the original MDP, and given a shaping reward of the proper form, the
deterministic MDP can be used to estimate the value of any policy with respect to the orig-
inal MDP. This leads to an online algorithm for policy search: simultaneously estimate the
parameters of a model for the transformed, deterministic MDP, and use this model to esti-
mate both the value of a policy and the gradient of that value with respect to the policy
parameters. Then, using these estimates, perform gradient descent search on the policy
parameters. Since the transformation captures what is important about the original MDP
for planning, we call our method the "essential dynamics" algorithm.

The next section gives an overview of the technique, developing the intuition behind
it. In section 3 we describe the mathematical foundations of the algorithm, including
bounds on the difference between values in the original and transformed MDPs. Section 4
describes an application of this technique to learning to ride a bicycle. The last section
discusses these results, comparing them to previous work. On the bicycle riding task,
given the simulator, the only domain knowledge needed is a shaping reward that decreases
as lean angle increases, and as angle to goal increases. Compared to previous work on this
problem, a near optimal policy is found in dramatically less simulated time, and with less
domain knowledge.

2 Overview of the Essential Dynamics Algorithm

In the essential dynamics algorithm we learn a model of how state evolves with time, and
then use this model to compute the value of the current policy. In addition, if the policy
and model are from a parameterized family, we can compute the gradient of the value with
respect to the parameters.

In putting this plan into practice, one difficulty is that state transitions are stochastic,
so that expected rewards must be computed. One way to compute them is to generate
many trajectories and average over them, but this can be very time consuming. Instead we
might be tempted to estimate only the mean of the state at each future time, and use the
rewards associated with that. However, we can do better. If the reward is quadratic, the
expected reward is particularly simple. Given knowledge of the state at time t, we can
then talk about the distribution of possible states at some later time. For a given distribu-
tion of states, let i denote the expected state. Then

E[r(s)] = J(a(s - j)2 + b(s - ;) + c)P(s)ds = avar(s) + b(i - i) + c = avar(s) + c (1)

where a, b & c depend on ;.
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Suppose the policy depends on a vector of parameters 0. When interacting with
the MDP, at every time t after having taken action atl in state s_-l and arriving in

state st:

1. 4(s la ,) -s,
- 22. V(s- l, a,- ) '- (st - 9(st- I, a- 0))

3. it =st

4. a0=0
5. V'=0
6. For every rin t+1 .. t+n:

a. s•= Will - 1, 0t -))
- 2 

-2- -- ,

b. CY, = v(•,_, Tt• _0+C_ ((s,_+ )
b. 1 2

c. ?x= •r'( YTa +

d. V=V + '

7. Update the policy in the direction that increases +: 0 = 0+

Figure 1: The essential dynamics algorithm for a one dimensional state space. The nota-
tion f(x) -- a means "adjust the parameters that determine f to makefAx) closer to a," e.g.

by gradient descent. Jg't is the derivative of g(s, it(s)) with respect to s.

Thus, to calculate the expected reward, we don't need to know the full state distribu-
tion, but simply its mean and variance. Thus, our model should describe how the mean
and variance evolve over time. If the state transitions are "smooth," they can be approxi-
mated by a Taylor series. Let nt be the current policy, and let A,,(s) denote the expected
state that results from taking action it(s) in state s. If s-, denotes the mean state at time t,

2

and (72 the variance, and if state transitions were deterministic, then to first order we
would have

s,+ •d,

2
d2  2 z

where g,' is the derivative of p,, with respect to state. For stochastic state transitions, let

v,,(s) be the variance of the state that results from taking action it(s) in state s. It turns out
that the variance at the next time step is simply v,1(s) plus the transformed variance from
above, leading to

St+ I 9 .6dSt

2_ , d )2 2
C•t + =vts)+ I'll a,

+ lx G (2)

Thus, we learn estimates j and v of p and v respectively, use Eq. (2) to estimate the
mean and variance of future states, and Eq. (1) to calculate the expected reward. The
resulting algorithm, which we call the expected dynamics algorithm, is presented in
Figure 1.
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The next section gives a formal derivation of the algorithm, and proves error bounds
on the estimated state, variance, reward and value for the general n-dimensional case,
where the reward is only approximately quadratic.

3 Derivation of the Essential Dynamics Algorithm

A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a tuple (S, D, A, P,, ,, r, y) where: S is a set of

states; D: S -+ R is the initial-state distribution; A is a set of actions; Ps. , : S -- R are the
transition probabilities; r: S x A -+ R is the reward; and y is the discount factor. This
paper is concerned with continuous state and action spaces, in particular we assume

S = R and A = R . We use subscripts to denote time and superscripts to denote
components of vectors and matrices. Thus, si denotes the ith component of the vector s at
time t.

A (deterministic) policy is a mapping from a state to the action to be taken in that
state, it : S -- A. Given a policy and a distribution P, of states at time t, such as the initial
state distribution or the observed state, the distribution of states at future times is defined

by the recursive relation P, + i(s) = fsPs.,,,S)(s)P,(s')ds' for t > t. Given such a distribu-

tion, we can define the expectation and the covariance matrix of a random vector x with

respect to it, which we denote E,[xl and cov,(x) respectively. Thus, Ej[x] = fxP,(x)dx

and cov,'(x) = Et[(xi - E,[xi])(xi - Ejxj])1. When P, is zero except for a single state
st, we introduce E[xls,] as a synonym for E,[x] which makes the distribution explicit.

Given an MDP, we define the limited horizon value function for a given policy as

V=(s,) = yj- 'E,[r(s,, t(s,))] where the probability density at time t is zero except for
t[=r

state St. Also given a policy, we define two functions, the mean g,,(s) and covariance

matrix v,(s) of the next state. Thus, g,t(s,) = E[s,, Is,] and v,,(s,) =

E[(st÷ ,- -g,(s,))(s,+, - p(s,))T1 s,]• In policy search, we have a fixed set of policiesH

and we try to find one that results in a value function with high values.
We transform the stochastic MDP M to a deterministic one AT' = (S, so', A',f, r', Y)

as follows. A state in the new MDP is an ordered pair consisting of a state from S and a
covariance matrix, denoted (s, 1). The new initial state so' = (Eo[s], cOvD[s]). The
new action space is the set of all possible policies for M, that is A' = {[rc1t : A ---) S}. The
state transition probabilities are replaced with a (deterministic) state transition function
f(s',, a',), which gives the unique successor state that results from taking action a', = It

in state s', = (s,, X,). We set f(s', a',) = f(s,, 1,, tc) = (lgt,(s,), vt(s,) + (Vgt)I;,(Vlp, )T).

The reward r'(s, Z, ir) = r(s) + tr( where denotes the matrix of sec-

ond derivatives of r with respect to each state variable. Finally, Y =

The strength of the method comes from the theorems below, which state that the
above transform approximately captures the dynamics of the original probabilistic MDP
to the extent that the original dynamics are "smooth." The first theorem bounds the error
in approximating state, the second in covariance, the third in reward and the fourth in
value.

Theorem I Fix a time t, a policy it, and a distribution of states P. Choose M. and M
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such that Vs, a i (s)) <Mg. IIVMx,,)II < M and Ilcov(s, s)llF<M, where.j itCV('lS~F<M

II hit denotes the Fmobenius norm. Let s, be given, and define ý,+,=P,@),
cs=Ejs,I- s, and •s, = Ejs,+ j- 3,+, Then I1Eij+ Il < (,IIE + M))(•, 1j + 1ii1).

Theorem 2 Suppose M, and M are chosen so that Vs , ý (--(s)) <My,
.jk

IIElIs, - E,[ s,]IllkIIF < M for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, < + = II•<(,)H cM and all the conditions

of Theorem 1. Let it be given, and define •' - v0i6) + (Vti(s,))Tt(Vp,iG)). Let

el = cov,(s, s,) - i,, similarly for EF+ I . Then

I+ IIIF,(1•-leIlFI+ I1 + M+ MV)M 2(lO + o(IlSl))
S , 3 2 2 2

Theorem 3 Suppose Vs yk. I IMiS , r < M and

lVr(•d) < M and the conditions of the previous two theorems. Let P1 = Ej[r(s,)] -

Then Ej r(s,)] ; r(,) + C r"= r(i,) + !tr( lr 1,) + Er where
2 [.aJ]

sIt < (1t•lpll + I1+ M)(M + o(lleI)

Theorem 4 Fix a time t and a policy 7t, and a distribution of states Pt Let 3, and i, be

given, and define , and i, for t = t + L .. .t + n recursively as in theorems I and 2

above. Let Mtr be an upper bound for IF l for all "r E [t, t + n. Then under the condi-

tions of the above three theorems, E[ V(s,)] = V(t,) + £,v where Ev < 1I- r'

Proof. First, some preliminaries. In the first three theorems, which deal only with a single
transition and a single distribution of states at time t, namely P,, let X = Ep, [x] for any
random variable x. Note that for any vector x and square matrices A and B,
xTAx = tr(A(xxT)) where tr(.) denotes the trace of a matrix, Itr(AB)l < IIAIFIIBPF, and

IIXXIF = IxI'. in the statement of theorem 2, E,[I(s<,-S1,)3 I is a three dimensional
matrix whose i, j, kelementis E,[j(s; -' s)(s - - s)].S y -- s I(sJ,- s)s-;7s)l]l Similarly, E,[I(s,- s,4l

is a four dimensional matrix, and if all of its elements are finite, then the lower powers
must also be finite. The Frobenius norm of such matrices is simply the square root of the
sum of the squares of all their elements. Also, if a, b, c & d are real numbers that are
greater than zero, then ab + cd < (a + c)(b + d) .

Note that, since Vt, is a vector valued function, V.tg,(s) is a matrix. Since it, the ith

component of gj, is a real valued function, Vpit(s) r Rn,. Because v(s) is a matrix,

VOJ(s) r R. Let [ a denote the matrix of second partial derivatives of l.i evalu-

ated at xe Rns. For any s, let A, = s-s-, A2 = s1-iiý and A = Aj +A 2 = s-3.
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T T TTTThus. E,,AI = A2 and E,[AA I = E,[A1A1]+A 2A2 = 1, + A2A2 = 't + Ely + A2A2.

Note that A2 = is.

Proof of Theorem 1: Expand g (s) using a first order Taylor series with the Lagrange
form of the remainder, namely

X gAG,) C sR - S) 4- 2( -(x (s - (3)

i.e.

P (s) = P (t,) + VAi((it)A + !ArET a (x A (4)

for some x on the line joining s and i,. Then

Ep,[si,+ ]-s 1 = Ep [P(s,)]-Pi(3t)

= l'(;,)+ VP'(;,rA2  t 1,t A2A))

so < ¢ <MIII + IMP(M + IMEs1I2) < (MI + M.I)(M + C1M2+ M ). 1

Proof of Theorem 2: Let M,,' IIEI(,S,-Y)iI1F . By the mean value theorem,

vi4J(s) = viJ() + VviW-(x) A for some x on the line joining s and i,.

Also,vOi(s,) = E[s+1 14+1 lst - 'i(s,)P'(s,) so that

cov(s( 1+ , s,, E1) = lsJ+ t I - s S÷ I

= EpIElS +1S , s1s+1

= vi'( 1) + Ep[Vvi.i(x) A] + Ep,[Ii(s,)gj(s,)] - st+ st+ (5)(5)

The second term is an error term, call it 02,i. We have lI'l <MvM1'. For the third

term, we expand both pi and pti using Eq. (4) and multiplying out the terms, obtaining

Ee [lpi(s,)pJ(s,)] = Pi(;,)Pij)

+ 9~i(s1)V 1 j.(i,)TA 2 + ij(s,)VJ.i(st)TA 2

+ Vlii(ý,)T(il + el+ A2A2)V1 t(,

+ 1Pi~dTF [AT[2T 2(x]A] + h T a2 i(X)A

+ 1Vli(j!)TEP, AA T VaPJi(x)] A] + Vlii(itTE, [AA T a2iXA

k k "LLaa

All terms other than the first and the one involving it are error terms, call their sum
CO d. That is,

EpJ [ti(s,)dl(s,)] = p.ti(,)W(3) + Vpi(.i,)i,VW(p,) + CPiJ
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where
Ml~l < 2 Ili,+ III llV~t~illllF-ll + Hvtl=H + MIffll

1 2.

IFI+ uIIMPM 2'+ IlVgt(',)llMM 3'+ !MIM

Lastly let E2" = Pi(t)4j(3)- si+sI+ • By Theorem 1,

'"i = li(j)4j()- sit+ IS+ 1

= lPi(i,)tj(i,) - (jji(,) + eli)(IjJ(4,) + ep4)
= -- hi(it)FSi - W(i,£sti -- rsiesi

Ile "H < 211 llli, + ,11 + 116S112

Substituting into Eq. (5), we obtain:

COVp (s;+ 1, si, 1) = vi'J(4,) + C''iJ + Vtiss)TitVlj(s 'id + ",,"j

so that e+ = '+ e" + e' and

11L tlF< MMl' +2M2 £+Mll l F+MIlIII + II 11) + MM•M 2' + MMM 3' + IM M4'
IM+ +L< MM + + MI_

+2 (I ++ II + M .) ( 2M + IS1,12),

Each term has at least one of the "small bounds" II+s11, Ifll' M, or M,. Using the

inequality from the preliminaries, we can "factor them out." The four Mk' are bounded by

M + O(IIMI), as can be shown using the binomial theorem, e.g.

EJjAI + A213] • Ej(1A11 + IA21)3]

= EjlA 13] + 3IA 2IE,[rIAI 2] + 31A 212.E,IAIl] + IA213
= E [lAI13] + O(IIII)

Proof of Theorem 3: Expand r(s) using a second order Taylor series with the Lagrange
form of the remainder, namely

rfs) = 6) + Vr(i,) TA+ -A' 2r ,)A+ r )AiAjAk. (6)

Call the last term F'. Thus,
Ej[r(s)] = r(ý,) + Vr(T)r. A2 + 2 F2 1 +T

A2 t( _~ )] (iZ,+ Ey+ 2 2 )E[

rs)+ e tr

and
FI < JlVr( l)Il IlIIll + 1(IIcIIF + ll l2l M + '

M + 1M + I M IE + ,M1

(llEtll + IIErIIF + Mr)(+ + +

Proof of Theorem 4:
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n

tz-I

E[V(s,)] =E7 _EJrýs,)]
"T=1

n

So,
n 'n1 ,*

JF-J< f'M.r=MrYY = Me i

The above theorems state that as long as 1J, II0II MP, M, and Mr are small and M
is finite, and given a good estimate of the mean and covariance of the state at some time,
the transformed MDP will result in good estimates at later times, and hence the reward and
value functions will also be good estimates. Note that no particular distribution of states is
assumed, only that, essentially, the first four moments are bounded at every time. The
most unusual conditions are that the reward r be roughly quadratic, and that the value
function include only a limited number of future rewards. This motivates the use of shap-
ing rewards.

4 Experiments

The code used for all experiments in this paper is available from www.metahuman.org/
martin/Research.html.

The essential dynamics algorithm was applied to Randlov and Alstrom's bicycle
riding task [8], with the objective of riding a bicycle to a goal 1 km away. The five state
variables were simply the lean angle, the handlebar angle, their time derivatives, and the
angle to the goal. The two actions were the torque to apply to the handlebars and the hor-
izontal displacement of the rider's center of mass from the bicycle's center line. The sto-
chasticity of state transitions came from a uniform random number added to the rider's
displacement. If the lean angle exceeded Tr/l 5, the bicycle fell over and the run termi-
nated.

If the variance of the state is not too large at every time step, then the variance term in

the transformed reward can simply be considered another form of error, and only lt need
be estimated. This was done here. A continuous time formulation was used where,
instead of estimating the values of the state variables at a next time, their derivatives were
estimated. The model was of the form

as' -
Ts= P,(s, a) = wi - (s, a)

where p(s, a) was a vector of features and wi was a vector of weights. The features were
simply the state and action variables themselves. The derivative of each state variable was
estimated using gradient descent on wi with the error measure erri = -• - wi $ps, a)J
and a learning rate of 1.0. This error measure was found to work better than the more tra-
ditional squared error. The squared error is minimized by the mean of the observed val-
ues, whereas the absolute value is minimized by the median [7]. The median is a more
robust estimate of central tendency, i.e. less susceptible to outliers, and therefore may be a
better choice in many practical situations.

Model estimation was done online, simultaneous with policy search, In the continu-
ous formulation, the value function is the time integral of the reward times the discount
factor. The future state was estimated using Euler integration [7]. While the bicycle sim-
ulator also used Euler integration, these choices were unrelated. In fact, At = 0.0Is for the
bicycle simulator and 0.051s for integrating the estimated reward. It was integrated for 30
time steps.

The Essential Dynamics Algorithm: Essential Results p. 8
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Figure 2: The left graph shows length of episode vs. training time for 10 runs. The
dashed line indicates the optimal policy. Stable riding was achieved within 200 simulated
seconds. The right graph shows angle to goal vs. time for a single episode starting after
3000 simulated seconds of training.

The shaping reward was the square of the angle to goal plus 10 times the square of the
lean angle. The policy was a weighted sum of features, with a small Gaussian added for
exploration, it(s) = 0 p(s) + N(0, 0.05). The features were simply the state variables
themselves. When the model is poor or the policy parameters are far from a local opti-
mum, )V/aO can be quite large, resulting in a large gradient descent step which may
overshoot its region of applicability. This can be addressed by reducing the learning rate,
but then learning becomes interminably slow. Thus, the gradient descent rule was modi-

fied to - x= - a1 v/0 Near an optimum, when IIaV/AI1 o P3, this reduces to

the usual rule with a learning rate of dod3. In this experiment, a = 0.01 and 13 = 1.0.
A graph of episode time vs. learning time is shown in Figure 1. After falling over

between 40 and 60 times, the controller was able to ride to the goal or the time limit with-
out falling over. After a single such episode, it consistently rode directly to the goal in a
near minimum amount of time. The resulting policy was essentially an optimal policy.

5 Discussion
For learning and planning in complex worlds with continuous, high dimensional state and
action spaces, the goal is not so much to converge on a perfect solution, but to find a good
solution within a reasonable time. Such problems often use a shaping reward to accelerate
learning. For a large class of such problems, this paper proposes approximating the prob-
lem's dynamics in such a way that the mean and covariance of the future state can be esti-
mated from the observed current state. We have shown that, under certain conditions, the
rewards in the approximate MDP are close to those in the original, with an error that
grows boundedly as time increases. Thus, if the rewards are only summed for a limited
number of steps ahead, the resulting values will approximate the values of the original sys-
tem. Learning in this transformed problem is considerably easier than in the original, and
both model estimation and policy search can be achieved online.

The simulation of bicycle riding is a good example of a problem where the value
function is complex and hard to approximate, yet simple policies produce near optimal
solutions. Using a traditional value function approximation approach, Randlov needed to

augment the state with the second derivative of the lean angle (b) and provide shaping
rewards [8]. The resulting algorithm took 1700 episodes to ride stably, and 4200 episodes
to get to the goal for the first time. The resulting policies tended to ride in circles and pre-
cess toward the goal, riding roughly 7km to get to a goal 1km away.

In contrast, when the action is a weighted sum of (very simple) features, random
search can find near optimal policies. This was tested experimentally; 0.55% of random

policies consistently reached the goal when fl was included in the state, and 0.30% did

The Essential Dynamics Algorithm: Essential Results p. 9



when it wasn't.' What's more, over half of these policies had a path length within 1% of
the best reported solutions. Policies that rode stably but not to the goal were obtained
0.89% and 0.24% of the time respectively. Thus, a random search of policies needs only
a few hundred episodes to find a near optimal policy.

The essential dynamics algorithm consistently finds such near optimal policies, and
the author is aware of only one other algorithm which does, the PEGASUS algorithm of
[5]. The experiments in this paper took 40 to 60 episodes to ride stably, that is, to the goal
or until the time limit without falling over. After a single such episode, the policy consis-
tently rode directly to the goal in a near minimum amount of time. In contrast, PEGASUS

used at least 450 episodes to evaluate each policy.2 One reasonable initial policy is to
always apply zero torque to the handlebars and zero displacement of body position. This
falls over in an average of 1.74 seconds, so PEGASUS would need 780 simulated seconds
to evaluate such a policy. The essential dynamics algorithm learns to ride stably in
approximately 200 simulated seconds, and in the second 780 simulated seconds will have
found a near optimal policy.

This was achieved using very little domain knowledge. 5 was not needed in the
state, and the features were trivial. The essential dynamics algorithm can be used for
online learning, or can learn from trajectories provided by other policies, that is, it can
"learn by watching." In the bicycle experiment, the essential dynamics algorithm needed
many times more computing power per simulated second than PEGASUS, although it was
still faster than real time on a I GHz mobile Pentium Il, and therefore could presumably
be used for learning on a real bicycle. The experiments in section 4 added the square of
the lean angle to the shaping reward, but did not use any information about dynamics (i.e.
velocities or accelerations), nor about the handlebars. In fact, the shaping reward simply
corresponded to the common sense advice "stay upright and head toward the goal."

However, these advantages do not come without drawbacks. The essential dynamics
algorithm only does policy search in an approximation to the original MDP, so an optimal
policy for this approximate MDP won't, in general, be optimal for the original MDP. The
theorems in section 3 give bounds on this error, and for bicycle riding this error is small.

Conclusion
This paper has presented an algorithm for online policy search in MDPs with continuous
state and action spaces. A stochastic MDP is transformed to a deterministic MDP which
captures the essential dynamics of the original. Policy search is then be performed in this
transformed MDP. Error bounds were given and the technique was applied to a simulation
of bicycle riding. The algorithm found near optimal solutions with less domain knowl-
edge and orders of magnitude less time than existing techniques.
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1. Our experiment contained two conditions, namely with or without Q in the state, result-
ing in 5 or 6 state variables. The features were the state variables themselves, state and action vari-
ables were scaled to roughly the range [-1, +1], weights were chosen uniformly from [-2, +2], and
each policy was run 30 times. In 100,000 policies per condition, 549 (0.55%) reached the goal all

30 times when !b was included, and 300 (0.30%) when it wasn't. For such policies, the median
riding distance was 1009m and 1008m respectively. The code used is available on the web site.

2. [5] evaluated a given policy by simulating it 30 times. The derivative with respect to each
of the 15 weights was evaluated using finite differences, requiring another 30 simulations per
weight, for a total of 30x 15 = 450 simulations. Often, the starting weights at a given stage were
evaluated during the previous stage, so only the derivatives need to be calculated.
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